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Abstract. Neural networks-based intelligent identification of structural damage mostly 
accentuates the capability of neural networks to recognize damage patterns but somewhat makes 
relatively less noticeable to the effect of structural dynamics in delivering an efficient damage 
identification scheme as well as damage features. At present, modal frequencies are often selected 
as inputs to neural networks for predicting location and/or severity of damage; however, this 
practice lacks solid support by structural dynamics. For that reason, this study investigates the use 
of structural dynamics-guided neural networks for damage identification. Structural dynamic 
analysis indicates that there are explicit relations between damage location and the ratio of changes 
of modal frequencies (RCMFs), and between damage severity and the change in modal 
frequencies (CMFs), before and after damage. These relations lay the foundation for creating a 
hierarchical neural-networks scheme to identify damage: using the RCMFs as inputs and damage 
location as the output to frame neural networks for locating damage; using the CMFs as inputs 
and damage severity as the output to establish neural networks for quantifying damage. This 
scheme features the guidance of structural dynamics on choosing damage indices and establishing 
a neural networks structure. The proposed scheme is numerically verified by identifying the 
location and severity of cracks in beams, with emphasis on noise robustness, and it is further 
experimentally validated using a set of steel beams with a through-width transverse crack, 
showing high accuracy and reliability in damage location and quantification. 
Keywords: modal frequency, hierarchical neural networks, damage location, damage 
quantification, crack, noise robustness, steel beam. 
1. Introduction 
Neural networks-based intelligent identification of structural damage has received 
considerable attention in civil, aerospace and mechanical engineering communities [1, 2], 
primarily because of the remarkable capabilities of neural networks to learn from training as well 
as to imitate the way humans manage and process information. With the use of trained neural 
networks, structural damage states may be assessed and predicted, even without a priori 
information about the physical or numerical model of the structure [3]. 
Representative studies of neural networks-based intelligent diagnosis of structural damage are 
briefly described here. Chang et al. [4] proposed a damage detection method based on structural 
parameter identification using an iterative neural networks technique. The effectiveness of that 
method was corroborated by numerical and experimental cases of damage identification in 
clamped-clamped beams. Sung et al. [5] predicted impact damage in a 330 mm×330 mm×3 mm 
graphite/epoxy laminate by exploiting a neural-networks paradigm, with the prediction error of 
less than 5 mm. Xu et al. [6] used adaptive multilayer perceptron (MLP) networks to correctly 
identify cracks in anisotropic laminated plates [C0/G+45/G-45]. Zang and Imregun [7] used 
principal component analysis (PCA)-condensed frequency responses functions (FRFs) as inputs 
to neural networks for damage detection. The results showed accurately detected damage in a 
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railway wheel. Ni et al. [8] constructed neural networks for hierarchical identification of the 
location and extent of damage in steel frames from measured modal properties. The neural 
networks effectively identified the damage location(s) in multi-damage cases. Zubaydi et al. [9] 
devised neural networks for identifying damage in the side shells of a ship structure, demonstrating 
the capability of the neural networks to judge the occurrence of damage. Sahin and Shenoi [10] 
utilized a combination of changes in modal frequencies and curvature mode shapes as inputs to 
neural networks to locate and quantify damage in beam-like structures. The algorithm was 
experimentally validated using cantilever beams with a slot. Yam et al. [11] exploited combined 
neural networks and wavelet transforms to detect crack damage in polyvinyl chloride sandwich 
plates and verified the capability of the method to locate and quantify damage. Reddy and Ganguli 
[12] used radial-basis-function neural networks (RBNNs) fed with rotation frequencies to assess 
damage in a soft in-plane hingeless helicopter rotor blade. Their results showed that the approach 
identified damage accurately. Kao and Hung [13] devised a method for identifying damage via 
free vibration responses generated by approximating neural networks, with the feasibility of the 
method verified by numerical and experimental cases. Xu et al. [14] developed a novel neural 
networks-based strategy for directly identifying stiffness and damping coefficients from structural 
time-domain dynamic responses. The accuracy of the strategy was demonstrated using numerical 
cases of 5-storey frames.  
Fang et al. [15] devised an algorithm of using neural networks with a tunable steepest descent 
algorithm for damage detection. Their results showed that the neural networks detected damage 
in a cantilevered beam with great accuracy. Lee et al. [16] utilized mode shape differences as 
inputs to neural networks to detect damage. The experimental results demonstrated that the 
method effectively distinguished damage in bridges under traffic loadings. Yeung and Smith [17] 
employed neural networks for damage pattern recognition with dynamic response spectra as 
damage features to detect damage in a suspension bridge. A reliable damage identification rate of 
about 70 % was achieved even with a moderate amount of noise added to the dynamic response 
signals. Ni et al. [18] identified seismic damage in a scale model of a 38-storey building using 
PCA-condensed FRFs and neural networks, and reported the merits of the PCA in improving 
accuracy of identification. Bakhary et al. [19] created statistical neural networks to assess 
structural condition by taking into account the effect of uncertainties, with the reliability of the 
method experimentally validated. Lee and Kim [20] extracted a signal anomaly index from 
structural dynamic responses as input to neural networks for damage detection. The capacity of 
the index to characterize damage was demonstrated by experimental and numerical cases of a 
damaged model bridge. Rajakarunakaran et al. [21] devised neural networks for fault detection in 
a centrifugal pumping system and reported accurate detection of various faults in the system. 
Mehrjoo et al. [22] estimated the damage intensity of joints in truss bridge structures using 
back-propagation-based neural networks, with the damage intensity quantified with great accuracy. 
Park et al. [23] proposed an approach for detecting damage using two neural networks with 
acceleration responses and modal quantities as damage features, respectively. The capability of 
the approach was experimentally validated on beams. 
Elshafey et al. [24] developed a neural-networks technique for identifying damage in an 
offshore structure using its free decay response and random excitations, with the effectiveness of 
the technique addressed. Luo et al. [25] proposed a combination of a fiber Bragg grating array and 
neural networks to detect damage in a plate. The capability of the method was experimentally 
validated. Jiang et al. [26] employed a combination of probabilistic neural networks and a 
data-fusion system to detect both single and multiple damage in a 7-storey steel frame. Their 
numerical results showed that the method accurately identified damage with strong robustness 
against noise. Saeed et al. [27] used multiple neural networks with modal frequencies and FRFs 
as inputs to estimate the size and location of cracks in curvilinear beams, and reported the 
superiority of multiple neural networks over single neural networks in crack characterization. Shu 
et al. [28] developed a scheme of using the statistical properties of structural dynamic responses 
as inputs to neural networks for damage detection. The performance of the scheme was clarified 
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by numerical simulations of a one-span simply supported beam railway bridge with damage. Bal 
and Buyle-Bodin applied neural networks to predict dimensional changes of concrete structures 
due to drying shrinkage [29] and creep drying [30], with the evolution of drying shrinkage 
accurately predicted. Aydin and Kisi [31] utilized MLP and RBNNs to detect damage in 
Timoshenko beams. Their results showed that the optimal RBNNs model performed better than 
the optimal MLP in predicting the damage. 
Most existing neural networks-based intelligent methods for identifying structural damage 
broadly exhibit a common characteristic: they highlight the capability of neural networks to 
recognize damage patterns but somewhat make relatively less noticeable to the function of 
structural dynamics in efficiently delivering damage features and an associated scheme of damage 
identification. In existing methods, damage features are generally determined in line with the 
premise that damage-induced changes in the physical properties, i.e., stiffness, mass, and/or 
damping, will in turn alter the dynamic characteristics of the structures, i.e., resonant frequencies, 
modal damping, and mode shapes. Unfortunately, this premise only gives the overall theoretical 
background of damage identification, but misses the explicit explication and clear indication of 
delivering effective damage features, resulting in some arbitrariness in selecting damage features. 
For instance, modal frequency is generally used as input to neural networks for predicting location 
and/or severity of damage [1, 4, 10]. Nevertheless, this practice lacks sufficient support by 
structural dynamics. Considering that the selection of highly sensitive features plays a crucial role 
in accurate identification of damage, acceptance of erroneous damage features necessarily impairs 
the performance of neural networks in recognizing damage patterns.  
To address this limitation, this study focuses on developing structural dynamics-guided neural 
networks for structural damage identification, with emphasis on the guidance of structural 
dynamics to deliver damage features and frame the structure of neural networks. With this method, 
a structural dynamics-guided hierarchical neural-networks scheme is established, and its 
capability to progressively locate and quantify damage is numerically verified and experimentally 
validated using beams with through-width transverse cracks. 
2. Fundamentals 
2.1. Calibration of numerical model 
An adequately sized data set that includes the information that can characterize the problem 
domain being explored is the basic requirement for neural networks to infer the underlying rule or 
mechanism of the problem domain. For damage detection, the data set refers to a damage sample 
spectrum that comprises numerous damage samples, sufficient to reflect the damage domain of 
interest. Construction of the damage sample spectrum poses a great challenge for physical model 
testing, requiring huge cost in material resources and manpower. In this situation, it is anticipated 
that a numerical model of the structure under inspection can be used to serve as an alternative to 
the physical model to generate a damage sample spectrum. Nevertheless, the creation of an 
effective numerical model involves the generic uncertainty of structural parameters, entailing 
calibration of the numerical model. One simple interpretation of calibration is the adjustment of 
one or several structural parameters associated with a numerical model until the model agreement 
is maximized with respect to a set of testing data. The calibration of a numerical model is 
commonly implemented by an optimization approach, in which calibration is cast as an cost 
function-minimizing process, with the cost function addressing the difference between measured 
and simulated data. The cost function is directly or indirectly related to the structural parameters.  
In this investigation, the elasticity modulus, ܧ, is selected as the calibration variable due to its 
stronger uncertainty and greater sensitivity to structural dynamic properties than other material 
parameters. With this calibration variable, the cost function for calibration of a numerical model 
is created by minimizing the sum of squared relative changes of pairs of simulated and measured 
modal frequencies: 
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ݕ(ܧ) = min ෍ ቆ ௌ݂
௜(ܧ) − ்݂௜
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(1)
where ݂ܵ݅  and ݂ܶ݅  denote the ݅th numerically simulated and tested modal frequencies, respectively; 
ܰ is the number of modal frequencies used for model calibration.  
By way of illustration, the process of minimizing ݕ(ܧ) for the optimal elasticity modulus, ܧ௢௣௧, 
of a numerical model for a cantilever steel beam is presented in Fig. 1, in which ܧ௢௣௧ is determined 
by the minimum of ݕ(ܧ): 1.875×103 GPa. The calibrated numerical model can mathematically 
serve as a “prototype” of the actual structure being diagnosed, to yield a damage sample spectrum. 
 
Fig. 1. Illustration of calibrating a numerical model by adjusting ܧ 
2.2. Dynamics-guided damage features 
Modal frequencies usually serve as damage features to characterize damage location, damage 
severity, or simultaneous location and severity of damage [1, 4, 10]. This practice is based on the 
basic premise that damage can change structural modal parameters, typically modal frequencies 
[10]. Nevertheless, this premise is formulated from an empirical rather than analytical point of 
view, lacking sophistication in portraying damage. In what follows, structural dynamic analysis is 
used to determine the influence of damage location or damage severity on modal characteristics 
so as to yield more reasonable and effective damage features.  
The characteristic equations for free vibration of a structure in its pristine and damaged states 
can be written as [32], respectively: 
(ܭ − ߱ଶܯ)Φ = 0, (2)
ሾ(ܭ + Δܭ) − (߱ଶ + Δ߱ଶ)(ܯ + Δܯ)ሿ(Φ + ΔΦ) = 0, (3)
where ܭ,  ܯ,  ߱,  and Φ  are the global stiffness matrix, mass matrix, modal frequency, and 
normalized mode shape of the intact structure, respectively; Δܭ,  Δܯ,  Δ߱,  and ΔΦ  are the 
damage-induced changes in the stiffness matrix, mass matrix, modal frequency, and mode shape, 
respectively.  
It is acknowledged that any damage, e.g., a crack, commonly changes the stiffness but not the 
mass of a structure. With this premise, the first order modal perturbation equation for the stiffness 
change Δܭ, neglecting higher order terms of Δ, can be expressed as [32]: 
(Δܭ − Δ߱ଶܯ)Φ + (ܭ − ߱ଶܯ)ΔΦ = 0. (4)
Pre-multiplying by Φܶ for Eq. (4) and neglecting higher order terms of Δ, gives: 
Δ߱ଶ = Φ
்ΔܭΦ
Φ்ܯΦ . 
(5)
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Eq. (5) implies that change of modal frequency, Δ߱ , is essentially related to change of 
structural stiffness, Δܭ. 
Decomposition of the global stiffness matrix and mode shape into individual member stiffness 
matrices ܭ௘ and mode shapes Φ௘ leads to: 
Φ்ΔܭΦ = ෍ Φ௘்
ே
 
Δܭ௘Φ௘. (6)
Substitution of Eq. (6) into Eq. (5) yields: 
Δ߱ଶ =
∑ Φ௘்Δܭ௘Φ௘
Φ்ܯΦ .
(7)
From Eq. (7), an arbitrary damage member has: 
Δ߱ଶ = Φ௘
்Δܭ௘Φ௘
Φ்ܯΦ . 
(8)
The change in the stiffness matrix can be expressed as: 
Δܭ௘ = ߙ௘݇௘, (9)
where ߙ௘ is the fractional change in element of the member stiffness matrix, ݇௘ is a matrix related 
to damage location. 
Substitution of Eq. (9) into Eq. (8) yields: 
Δ߱ଶ = Φ௘
்ߙ௘݇௘Φ௘
Φ்ܯΦ . 
(10)
For two vibration modes ݅ and ݆, the ratio of frequency changes is formed by: 
ቆΔ߱௜Δ ௝߱
ቇ
ଶ
=
Φ௘,௜் ߙ௘݇௘Φ௘,௜
Φ௜்ܯΦ௜
Φ௘,௝் ߙ௘݇௘Φ௘,௝
Φ௝்ܯΦ௝
=
Φ௘,௜் ݇௘Φ௘,௜
Φ௜்ܯΦ௜
Φ௘,௝் ݇௘Φ௘,௝
Φ௝்ܯΦ௝
, (11)
Δ߱௜
Δ ௝߱
=
ۣ
ളള
ളള
ളള
ളള
ለ Φ௘,௜் ݇௘Φ௘,௜
Φ௜்ܯΦ௜
Φ௘,௝் ݇௘Φ௘,௝
Φ௝்ܯΦ௝
. (12)
Eq. (12) implies that the ratio of changes of modal frequencies (RCMFs) before and after 
damage is a sole variable function of ݇௘ [32], indicating the location of damage. Similarly, Eq. (5) 
suggests that the change in modal frequencies (CMFs) before and after damage is a dedicated 
index to characterize the severity of the damage. Therefore, RCMFs and CMFs are structural 
dynamics-guided damage features for locating and quantifying damage, respectively. 
3. Hierarchical neural-networks scheme 
Most neural networks-based methods of damage identification emphasize the capability of 
neural networks for intelligent recognition of damage patterns but somewhat neglect damage 
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features in portraying damage [3-10], resulting in some arbitrariness in the choice of damage 
features. For example, a generic mode of using neural networks to identify damage adopts modal 
frequencies as inputs and location and severity of damage as outputs. Unfortunately, the 
underlying rule between modal frequencies and compound location and severity of damage is so 
complex that it creates a challenge for neural networks to recognize damage patterns. This 
consequence then entails the creation of structural dynamics-guided neural networks scheme for 
damage identification. 
The observations from structural dynamic analysis in Section 2.2 [32] lay the foundation for 
selecting damage features, and further for constructing a hierarchical neural-networks scheme for 
damage detection. The explicit relation between RCMFs and damage location defined by Eq. (12) 
suggests that particular neural networks with RCMFs as inputs and damage location as output is 
suited to damage location, termed neural networks for damage location (NNDL); the distinct 
relation between CMFs and damage severity described in Eq. (5) implies that particular neural 
networks with modal frequency as inputs and damage severity as output is suited to damage 
quantification, termed neural networks for damage quantification (NNDQ). The joint NNDL and 
NNDQ constitute a hierarchical neural-networks scheme for damage identification. Under the 
guidance of structural dynamic theory, the hierarchical neural-networks scheme features 
uncoupling intractable damage identification into separate tractable subtasks of damage location 
and damage quantification. The schematic of the hierarchical scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2, where 
the frequency response functions are used to generate RCMFs and CMFs, i.e., the inputs for 
NNDL and NNDQ, respectively.  
 
 
Fig. 2. Hierarchical neural-networks scheme. ܫ, ܹ, ܾ and ܱ denoted input,  
weight, bias and output of a neural network, respectively 
In damage identification applications, NNDL and NNDQ individually adopt sigmoid active 
functions in the hidden layer and linear active functions in the output layer, forming a multilayer 
feedforward neural network. Both NNDL and NNDQ are trained by the Levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm due to its prominent advantages over existing algorithms. 
4. Numerical proof of concept 
The proof of concept of the hierarchical neural-networks scheme is performed by finite 
element (FE) simulation, with the intention of demonstrating the feasibility and potential of the 
scheme. With the hierarchical scheme, damage locating damage by NNDL and quantifying 
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damage by NNDQ are successively implemented on a FE model of a cantilever steel beam of 
which the prototype is described in the experiment section. 
4.1. Numerical model of cracked beam  
The geometric and material parameters of the numerically simulated cantilever steel beam are 
tabulated in Table 1. The FE model of the beam is built with 8-node 3D solid elements using the 
commercial software ABAQUS. This FE model is used as a base from which to build the damage 
sample spectrum. A crack, specified by the relative location ratio (RLR) from the fixed end, ߙ, 
and the relative depth ratio (RDR), ߚ, is introduced into the FE model to create the damage case. 
The crack is modeled using a null-thickness interface on which the coincident nodes in adjacent 
but separate structural elements are distributed [33], as shown in Fig. 3. The influence of the crack 
on the first six modal vibrations is illustrated by a damage case specified with ߙ = 17 % and  
ߚ = 30 % (Fig. 4). Variations of ߙ and ߚ can evoke various damage samples, and those samples 
adequate to characterize the damage domain constitute the damage sample spectrum. For damage 
identification using NNDL and NNDQ, the damage sample spectrum comprises 160 damage 
scenarios, identified by a crack located at ߙ = 2, 3.2, 6, 11, 17, 26, 32, 38, 42, 46, 50, 58, 66, 74, 
86, 93 %, respectively, with ߚ ranging from 5 % to 50 % in steps of 5 % at each location of 
damage.  
 
Fig. 3. FE model of cantilever beam with zoomed-in crack 
 
Fig. 4. First six-order modal vibrations of cantilever beam with a crack of ߙ = 17 % and ߚ = 30 % 
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Table 1. Geometry and material parameters of numerical beam 
Geometry Material 
Length 
(mm) 
Width 
(mm) 
Height 
(mm) 
Young’s modulus 
(GPa) 
Poisson’s 
ratio 
Mass density 
(kg/m3) 
500 12 19 1.875 0.3 7750 
4.2. Damage identification 
Identification of damage is performed by successive manipulations: first locating damage by 
NNDL with RCMFs as inputs, and then quantifying damage by NNDQ with CMFs as inputs. The 
damage sample spectrum (160 damage samples) is divided into two sets: a training set of 136 
damage samples (85 % per cent of the spectrum), a test set of 24 damage samples (15 % per cent 
of the spectrum). The performances of NNDL or NNDQ initialized with random values are 
evaluated by mean-squared errors between the genuine and the predicted parameters of damage. 
4.2.1. Damage location 
The well-trained NNDL is fed with RCMFs obtained from the test set of damage samples, 
yielding predictions of damage locations. Comparison of the predictions with the actual damage 
locations (Fig. 5) shows that 56.52 %, 73.91 %, and 91.30 % of the predictions have relative errors 
lower than 5 %, 10 %, and 25 %, respectively, indicating the good capacity of the NNDL to locate 
damage.  
 
Fig. 5. Comparison between predicted and actual locations of damage  
 
Fig. 6. Comparison between predicted and actual severity of damage  
4.2.2. Damage quantification 
Fed with the CMFs from the test set of damage samples, the well-trained NNDQ outputs the 
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estimates of damage severity. Comparisons of the estimates and actual damage locations (Fig. 6) 
show that 70.83 %, 87.50 %, and 95.83 % of the predictions have relative errors lower than 5 %, 
10 %, and 15 %, respectively, demonstrating the strong capacity of the NNDQ to quantify damage.  
4.2.3. Accuracy assessment 
The general mode of neural networks, using modal frequencies as inputs and damage location 
as output, is also used to conduct damage identification. The prediction results of damage locations 
are shown Fig. 7. None of the estimates of damage location have relative errors lower than 10 %, 
and only 4.17 % of the estimates have relative errors lower than 15 %. Comparison of the NNDL 
with the general mode of neural networks-based damage location demonstrates that NNDL has 
superior capability in locating damage. Similar observations can be found for NNDQ in damage 
quantification. These results show that structural dynamics lays the foundation for creating an 
effective neural networks model for structural damage identification.  
 
Fig. 7. Estimated damage location by general mode of neural networks  
4.3. Robustness against noise 
The robustness against noise of the hierarchical neural-networks scheme is investigated by 
adding white Gaussian noise to clear modal frequencies to yield noisy modal frequencies, from 
which noisy CMFs and RCMFs can be derived. The white Gaussian noise is added by the Matlab 
function ݕ௡ = ܽݓ݃݊(ݕ଴, ݏ݊ݎ), where ݕ଴  and ݕ௡  denote clear and noisy data, respectively, and 
ݏ݊ݎ is the parameter of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Noisy RCMFs are used as alternatives to 
the clear RCMFs for damage location, and noisy CMFs are used as alternatives to the clear CMFs 
for damage quantification. Noise robustness is investigated for noise levels ranging from  
SNR = 90 dB to 30 dB in steps of 10 dB.  
4.3.1. Damage location 
The well-trained NNDL is fed with the noisy RCMFs from the test damage samples for 
prediction of damage locations. Fig. 8 shows the test results with SNR = 90, 70, 50, and 40 dB, 
respectively. These figures indicate that measurement noise inconsequentially affect the accuracy 
of the hierarchical neural-networks program in identifying damage location when the  
SNR > 50 dB. The proposed hierarchical neural-networks program is able to identify the location 
reasonably well even under noisy conditions. 
4.3.2. Damage quantification 
The well trained NNDQ is fed with the CMFs from the test set of damage samples, yielding 
predicted severity of damage, as shown in Fig. 9. Gaussian white noise with SNRs of 90, 70, 50, 
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and 40 dB is individually added to the CMFs as inputs of the hierarchical neural-networks. Similar 
phenomena are found to those for damage location, in that damage severity can be predicted well 
when the SNR is no less than 70 dB.  
 
a) 
 
b) 
 
c) 
 
d) 
Fig. 8. Damage location predicted by NNDL using noisy RCMFs with SNRs of a) 90 dB, b) 70 dB,  
c) 50 dB, and d) 40 dB, respectively. (“o”: real damage location; “*”: predicted damage location) 
 
a) 
 
b) 
 
c) 
 
d) 
Fig. 9. Damage severity predicted by NNDQ using noisy CMFs with SNRs of a) 90 dB, b) 70 dB,  
c) 50 dB, and d) 40 dB, respectively. (“o”: real damage severity; “*”: predicted damage severity) 
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5. Experimental validation 
5.1. Experimental set-up 
The proposed scheme is experimentally validated using six steel beams each with a transverse 
through-width crack created by a wire-cutting machine (Fig. 10). The crack is described by the 
parameters of RLR and RDR, as shown in Table 2 for all the test samples. The geometric and 
material properties of each beam can be approximately described by the FE model’s parameters 
in Table 1, since the FE model is calibrated using the test sample, as described in Section 2.1. 
Dynamic testing is performed on each beam with a fixed-free boundary condition.  
Table 2. Crack dimensions for test samples 
Beam no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
RLR (%) 26.66 26.66 26.66 26.66 46.66 66.66 
RDR (%) 10 20 30 40 40 40 
To excite the beam, an impulse load imposed by a hammer with a force transducer is applied 
at a point near the free end. While the beam is vibrating, an accelerometer, located 410 mm distant 
from the fixed end, is utilized to measure the transverse acceleration response of the beam. The 
responses of force and acceleration are individually registered for a total of 65,536 sampling points 
with the sampling frequency 12.8 kHz. The acquired responses of force and acceleration can 
produce frequency response functions, from which RCMFs and CMFs can be derived for damage 
identification. The dynamic testing set-up together with the data acquisition system (uTeKL) are 
shown in Fig. 11. 
 
Fig. 10. Transverse crack fabricated by wire-cutting machine 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 11. a) Dynamic testing set-up and b) data acquisition system  
5.2. Hierarchical damage identification 
When neural networks are used to recognize damage patterns, an accurate numerical model of 
test specimens is needed to produce sufficient training samples. A crucial factor for creating an 
accurate numerical model is the technique of numerical model calibration. The process of 
searching optimal ܧ is shown in Fig. 1, with the resulting optimal ܧ being 1.875 GPa, identical to 
that given in Table 1. 
The training of the hierarchical neural networks was illustrated in Section 3. The well-trained 
NNDL and NNDQ are used for locating and quantifying damage, respectively. The prediction 
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results are tabulated in Table 3, in which the prediction errors for damage location and damage 
severity are also presented. From Table 3, several observations can be obtained: (1) the NNDL is 
competent to locate damage with the maximum error of less than 8 %; (2) the NNDQ is capable 
of quantifying damage with the maximum error of less than 9 %; (3) the error magnitude of 
damage location is not correlated with the distance between the damage and the clamped end of 
the beam; (4) the error is more significant with increase of the distance between the damage and 
the clamped end of the beam. 
Table 3. Results yielded by NNDL and NNDQ 
Damage cases Damage description Predicted result Prediction errors RLR (%) RDR (%) RLR (%) RDR (%) RLR (%) RDR (%) 
1 26.66 10 32.55 10.1485 5.89 0.1485 
2 26.66 20 29.62 17.6914 2.96 –2.3086 
3 26.66 30 28.71 28.2683 2.05 –1.7317 
4 26.66 40 34.42 38.1811 7.76 –1.8189 
5 46.66 40 4647 35.9772 –0.19 –4.0228 
6 66.66 40 67.04 31.3006 0.38 8.6994 
6. Conclusions 
A hierarchical neural networks scheme for identifying damage in beams is developed based 
on structural dynamic analysis. The explicit relations revealed by structural dynamic analysis 
between damage location or damage severity and the derivative of modal frequencies lay the 
foundation for selecting damage features and further creating a hierarchical neural-networks 
scheme comprising joint NNDL and NNDQ: NNDL locates damage using RCMFs prior and 
posterior to damage as inputs and damage location as the output to train neural networks; NNDQ 
quantifies damage relying on the use of CMFs before and after damage as inputs and damage 
severity as the output to characterize the damage domain. The proposed scheme is numerically 
verified and experimentally validated by identifying the location and severity of cracks in 
cantilever steel beams, with great accuracy, strong reliability, and superiority over existing 
methods.  
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